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PROGRAM

1. entrance

2. DO NOT PASS ME BY ............................................ JAMES CLEVELAND (1931-1991)

   (remarks, Byrdwell)

3. I WANT TO BE READY ............................................. 2:57
   arr. Ted Hunter
   Kalia Hobbs, soloist

4. MORE THAN ANYTHING ............................................. 5:52
   (remarks)

5. STEAL AWAY ..................................................... 3:09
   arr. Phyllis Byrdwell
   (remarks)

6. KARAMU (Celebration) ........................................... 2:48
   HEZEKIAH WALKER (b. 1962)

...continued
7 HE WILL ANSWER ................................................... BYRON CAGE
Kevin Tu, soloist

8 HOSANNA ................................................... HEZEKIAH WALKER
(remarks)

9 I'LL TELL IT ................................................... JAMES CLEVELAND
Benjamin Johnson & Katherine Van Bebber, soloists

10 STRANGER ................................................... DONALD LAWRENCE (b. 1961)
(remarks)

11 from the movie SISTER ACT II: .................. LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827), arr. Roger Emerson
(remarks) Carolyn Dawson, soloist

12 MY JOY ................................................... ALVIN SLAUGHTER (b. 1955)
Ben Hagan, soloist

13 OUTRO

Musicians
Phyllis M. Byrdwell, Director, Keyboard
Wadie Ervin, Bass Guitar
Anthony Brown, Percussionist
Patricia Hunter, Percussionist
Ben Hagan, Keyboard

Teaching Assistants
Carolyn Dawson
Marissa Williams
Kalia Hobbs
UW GOSPEL CHOIR

SOPRANOS
Siyings Lu, Chemical Engineering
Elissa Sutlief, Biochemistry
Christine Chung, Visual
Communication Design
Amy Lin, Design
Evan Yifan Liu, IUA
Tamayo Konishi, Psychology
Alexis Lorenz, Community, Environment
& Planning
Carolyn Foster, Community,
Environment & Planning
Emily Minge, International Studies
Tiffany Wang, Biology
Joanna Ngai, Visual Community Design
Dorothy Tsai, Computer Science
Kei Man Cheng, Psychology
Krista Holloman, Biology
Marissa Williams, Math
Rina Romano, Microbiology
Xiaotong Su, Accounting
Ziman Zhang, ESE
Wengi Ge, Biochemistry
Tiffanie Chu, Biology
Nicole Chin, Science & Engineering
Nikka Badvi, Communication
Dongjin Li, Economics and ACMS
Bethany Grant-Rodriguez, Music

ALTOS
Katherine VanBebber, Comparative
Religion
Malia Imayama, Business Administration
Kandice Joyner, Archaeology
Zoe Gano, Business Marketing
Vsnessa Alvarez, Sociology
Augusta Milford, Architectural Design
Hannah Toutonghi, Biochemistry
Megan Bernstein, Community,
Environment & Planning
An Huynh Community, Environment &
Planning
Yuranlin Huang, Economic & Statistics
Grace Yang, Social Work
Maria Balajadja, Microbiology
Mara Cortez, Psychology
Camila Jenkins, Masters Library &
Information Science
Tianna Ibea, Chemistry
Moyu Zhang, Finance
Holly Halstead, Microbiology
Mirecol Brown, Law, Societies & Justice
Emily Eidson, Drama Performance
Liana Doma, Microbiology
Yu Guo, ESRM
Yu Lin, Math
Xinghui Xu, Math
Nancy Lopez, Psychology
Alice Evered, Nursing
Katherine (Kate) Evered, Nursing
Anny Bui, SPHSC
Lauren Oda, Education, Math
Hadley Evarts, Business
Elizabeth Lee, Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth Jansen, Public Health
Haly Rylko, Environmental Science
Kalua Hobbs, graduate
Carolyn Dawson, Accounting

...continued on back
TENORS
Stanley Machokoto, BASW
Yuki Ohtsuka, BUSIP
Kevin Tu, Music/Psychology
Zexin Zhou, HCDE
Deter Chan, Environmental Science
Deyu Meng, Art
Yanyzhe Xie, Economics
Alexander Oki, graduate/soloist
Andrew Grueter, ESRM
Daniel Hsieh, Microbiology
Jackson Brown, Informatics
Koji Pinsky, Geography
Samuel Bender, Informatics
Edmund Lai, Electrical Engineering
Joshua Yao, HCDE
Stephen O'Bent, Music

BASSES
Anthony Lopez, Biochemistry
Alex Dietz, Philosophy
Grant Whitman, Environmental Science & Resource Management
Jeffrey Alcock, Electrical Engineering
Kyle Walker, Biology
Aaron Berg, Mechanical Engineering
Eli Blankers, Business
Tony Nguyen, Communication
Vlad Shapoval, Mechanical Engineering
Michael Monicath, Drama Performance/Communication
Logan Christensen, Psychology
Minh Button, Aeronautics/Astronautics
Ben Johnson, Geography
Preston Dunn, Civil Engineering
John Aguilar, Music Education
Chao Lu, Mathematics
Jiewei Yu, Applied Math
Zhanghao Fu, Particle Detecting
Inwoo Kang, Economics
John Redfield, Electrical Engineering
Chihyun Yoon, Economics
Jisang Moon, Economics
Yuchen Jin, Business Accounting
Joshua Mehlhaff, Germanic Agricommunication
Tobias Chen, Tinder Revocation Legality
John Mehlhaff, Benthic Fungal Synthesis
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